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Lesson Plan: Soul Plates
https://www.soulplates.org/

Summary:
First introduce students to Soul Plates and Cincy Nice as an art experience.
The prompt: Think about the meal that has the most significance to you. Depict that meal in a
2D abstract collage that encompasses the entire experience of the food, the place, and the
people. What was the taste, smell, look, and feel? I don’t want a simple drawing of the food. It
should be a thoughtful composition of the elements that made it special to you. Anyone can
have a great experience eating a warm cookie. What makes it the BEST experience?
After the collages are done, the class will meet and I will invite the kids to bring their favorite
meal to share with the class. I will also bring my meal and we will have a potluck and share our
experiences. There is something special about sharing a meal that brings people and cultures
together.
To beef up on some standards, this lesson plan can also easily incorporate lessons about
contrast, color theory, composition, texture, etc. by incorporating guidelines like “you must use at
least 1 set of complementary colors, you must have strong contrast, etc.

Questions to Spark Creativity: Did your grandmother make it when you were small? Did
you always help your mother cut the vegetables? Did you get a treat from McDonalds after
practice that made you proud of your hard work? Did your family make a huge seafood boil on
special occasions? Why is this food your favorite? How did the kitchen smell? What was the
texture of the seats? Did your grandfather have a special smile? What kind of plate was used?
Special cutlery for Thanksgiving? Did special people join the table with you? How did the dining
room sound? How do you depict a warm feeling?

Ohio Arts Standards:
3PE Explore the relationship between community or cultural values and trends in visual art.

https://www.soulplates.org/


1PR Demonstrate proficient technical skills and craftsmanship with various art media when
creating images from observation, memory, or imagination.
7RE Explore and discuss opportunities for lifelong involvement and advocacy in the arts.

Learning Goals/Objectives
3PE Students will learn how to visually communicate and express their experiences
3PE They will present and share their culture, building communication skills, empathy, and a

stronger classroom community
1PR They will learn and practice composition skills, color balance, contrast, etc.
1PR They will practice carefully composing, coloring, and cutting out collage elements.
7RE They will learn about an exhibition that thinks outside of the box with food, storytelling, and
visual arts elements

Schedule:
Day 1
Teacher will: present about Cincinnati Art Experience Soul Plates or invite one of the Cincy Nice
folks to come in and talk about it/make a video about it
Students will: Listen for the first bit, brainstorm together with their small/table groups about their
special food experience

Day 2
Teacher will: prepare the materials, share their food collage and experience, go over the
specifics of the assignment/rubric and make sure to have it on the board or online for reference,
explain and pass out materials
Students will: start on their collage rough draft drawing/the elements they want to include

Day 3
Teacher will: prepare the materials, demo how to paint the feeling of the food experience
(reference ideas for composition), show them where to put their name and paintings to dry when
they’re done, pass out materials with helpers
Students will: work on their painting

Day 5:
Teacher will: prepare the materials, debrief on the working day’s activities/expectations, explain
the critique process and the optional potluck idea for the next class, demo drawing, cutting, and
gluing paper elements
Students will: work on the 2nd part of collage+finish up

Day 6:
Teacher will: Bring in special food, play nice music on the speakers, set up each piece on the
board, eat and be merry with the class, then wrangle them in for critique, set up critique
expectations, facilitate conversation, maybe do the grading onsite if not too hectic.



Students will: eat and be merry, talk about their food/art piece/memories, critique classmate’s
work.

Materials:
For the motivation:
A collage of my example
The SoulPlates website or a member of SoulPlates coming in and speaking
An example of my favorite meal to pass around and eat

For the Activity:
Colored cardstock paper: one big thicker background piece, smaller pieces to draw and cut out
Scissors
Glue: either sticks or liquid will work
Magazines if wanted
Markers/sharpies
Paints, water cups, paintbrushes, paper towels, paper plates

For the Potluck:
My own souplate food
List of what everyone wants to bring in
Paper cups, napkins, plates, silverware, etc

Ideas for the composition:
Paint the background expressively to reflect the eating experience. Swirly wafts of

pleasant smells, texture of the seats, abstract colors of the experience, how can you visually
express a feeling?

Add collage elements to describe the more literal elements food, smiles, cooking tools,
plates, cutlery, clothing

Differentiation/enrichment:
If you want to teach about composition, color, contrast, texture, etc. teach about that the day
before Soulplates is introduced to beef up the enrichment.

Anticipated Issues:
Students get off task, especially when they’re supposed to be talking about their souplates
experiences. Walk around and gently redirect to the subject.
Students don’t have special meals. Walk around and offer up simpler suggestions like fast food
with mom or birthdays or holidays.
Students make a mess. On days of painting, make sure to go over cleanup expectations
Students get rowdy/messy on potluck day. Ask for parent volunteers that day, set up
expectations for behavior.



Assessment:
Depends on what specific elements want to be taught. In this example, contrast and colors

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20

1PR Collage
included
contrast and
complementary
colors

3PE Student
shared about
their soul plates
experience

1PR Student
created an
abstract
background and
included collage
elements

7RE Student
created a page
about Soul
Plates in their
visual journal

Total: /80

Notes:

Reflections: What went well? What needs improvement?


